USA
Christiana Corporate Center, 200 Continental Drive, Suite 401, Office #423, Newark, 19713, Delaware - USA
Ph. +1 302 510 9077
info@galdi.us

MOROCCO
Immeuble Mithka, 571 Soukai, Boc-A Zeina Royal Avenue Mohamed V
11000, Rabat, Maroc
Tel. +212 538 006 807
Fax. +212 538 006 771
service.africa@galdi.ma

RUSSIA
B. Novodmitrovskaya str., 20, b.3, BC -OPLA-2w, 127015, Moscow, RU
Tel.: +7 (495) 269 12 53
Fax. +7 (495) 269 13 53, ext. 105
info.russia@galdi.ru

SHANGHAI
GALDI Packaging Equipment Shanghai Co., Ltd
Room 1228, 12/F Zhongyi Building 580
Nanning West Road - SHANGHAI
Phone +86 21 6039 1938
info@galdi.cn

ON SITE
PERSONAL TRAINER
INSPECTION
MAINTENANCE
OVERHAULS
DISASSEMBLING AND REPOSITIONING
PRE-PRODUCTION SERVICES

EXPERT OPINIONS
LAYOUT AND POSITIONING
USED MACHINE
SUPPORT FOR MACHINE UPDATE
TRAINING

DIGITAL SERVICE
MASH MACHINE SYSTEM HEALTH
REMOTE SUPPORT
E-PORTAL
THE

PARTS AND MATERIALS
UPGRADE
RETOFIT

SERVICE PACKAGES
MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS
MAINTENANCE

DESCRIPTION

We carry out maintenance interventions at the customer’s request. This involves checking the condition of the machine and replacing worn parts, in addition to the periodic checks performed by the customer. The maintenance operations by Galdi engineers ensure that the machine performs at the highest possible levels. Several Preventive Maintenance programs covering every maintenance need are also available.

ADVANTAGES

- Assistance from an expert Galdi engineer
- Restoring to factory setting and standard performance